
BLACK FORCE1000 FEATURES:
SPEEDFORCE Illuminated Reticle 
Versatile double horseshoe design draws 
your eye to center of viewing field for fast targeting.

Glass-etched, Illuminated Reticle
is located in Second Focal Plane

Side-mounted Illumination control 
Features 10 intensity settings and powers down
after 1 hour of non-operation.

True 1x magnification and 4x zoom 
For both-eyes-open engagement matched
with long-range aiming precision.

Full Multilayer Coatings
On All Glass Surfaces 
Multiple Layers of Anti-Reflective Coating
maximize light transmission, brightness
and contrast.

Optical System 
Lead-and-arsenic-free glass is used 
for all lenses.

Generous, Consistent Eye Relief 
For fast sighting with a full sight picture.

Quick Focus Eyepiece 
Smooth-turn rubberized ring allows crisp reticle focus

30mm Main Body Tube 
Constructed of Aircraft-grade aluminum with 
Type 3 hard anodizing for maximum  strength-to-
weight ratio and optimum ruggedness.

Capped Windage & Elevation Turrets 
Capped turrets for total sighting confidence
under the toughest conditions.

Waterproof, Fogproof 
O-ring sealed, nitrogen purged for total reliability.

Shockproof Construction 
Shrugs off hard recoil and rugged use.

For full details of the Nikon No-
Fault Repair/Replacement Policy
and Limited Lifetime Warranty, 

visit NikonSportOptics.ca

EXPLODED VIEW

SPEEDFORCE Reticle
The SPEEDFORCE reticle was 
designed for both reaction-speed 
target acquisition and engagement, 
and for intermediate-range target 
holdovers using BDC circles and hash 
marks. The SPEEDFORCE is an MOA 
subtension reticle engineered to 
enable you to continue momentum 
from target to target and thus, 
excel in close-to-medium range 
engagements both in competition 
and field use.

When the riflescope is set at its 
lowest 1x magnification, the reticle’s 
illuminated double horseshoe serves 
as quick reference for centering on 
the target with both eyes open, as 
well as for establishing moving-
target leads.

BLACK Cantilever Mounts 
Nikon’s new BLACK cantilever style mounting platform is designed for strength, precision and proper 
riflescope mounting position on AR/MSR rifles. These precision-machined one-piece mounts offer perfect 
alignment and maximum surface contact area for your 30mm tube riflescope. Mounts using Mil-Spec 
1/2” hex nut clamp accepts 65 in/lb of torque. See page 39.

1-4x24
 ILLUMINATED SPEEDFORCE

ACCELERATED PRECISION
Nikon’s BLACK FORCE1000 riflescope delivers extreme targeting speed, repeatable precision and superior accuracy for your AR/MSR 

platform. Designed for both-eyes-open engagement as well as aiming precision for extended ranges, this compact optic’s rugged 

construction and metal-capped turrets assure extreme durability and sighting confidence under tough conditions.

Spring-Loaded Instant-Zero 
Reset Turrets
Turrets engraved for maximum
readability and internals provide 
precise, repeatable corrections
while zeroing

MODELS
Product
Number Product

BLACK FORCE1000
16380 1-4x24 Matte Illuminated Reticle* SPEEDFORCE  NEW

BLACK SERIES MOUNTS (30mm)

16403 BLACK Cantilever Mount  NEW

16405 BLACK Cantilever Mount (20 MOA)  NEW
* 1-year warranty on electronics.

For full details of the Nikon No-
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Match Your Nikon Riflescope to Virtually Any Ammunition!

You Can Further Customize 
Your Spot On Results.

Simple to Use:

Choose your riflescope
and reticle

Enter your sight-in and
target distances and fire

Choose your ammunition

Spot On for Handloaders
Enter your custom load information and 
Spot On does the rest. You can even 
compare loads.

Expand Your BDC Reticle
See incredibly precise reticle
aiming points, download and
print. Tape it to your stock for
easy reference.

Customize Your Shooting Environment
Enter atmospheric conditions and other data that can affect your shot.
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WE HOLD THE SPOT 
ON ADVANTAGE
The passion for precision has brought over a million shooters 

to Spot On. Its speed, simplicity and effectiveness is what 

keeps them coming back. Spot On precisely matches any 

cartridge and load to a Nikon riflescope and BDC reticle—

providing the exact aiming points for every shooting distance 

imaginable. And with over a million possible accuracy 

combinations for virtually every centerfire, rimfire and 

muzzleloader load—even crossbow bolts—Spot On offers a 

real advantage for long-range precision.

UNLOCK YOUR FIRE-
ARM’S ACCURACY 
POTENTIAL!
Match your riflescope and reticle to virtually any ammunition. 

All you need is a rifle, a Nikon riflescope and a rangefinder— 

Spot On does all the work for you—showing you all the shot 

possibilities before you pull the trigger! With an expansive 

database Spot On provides you with the precise aiming points 

at your specified range for any Nikon BDC reticle riflescope 

and instant reference for sighting in other Nikon riflescopes 

with Nikoplex, mildot or standard crosshair reticles.

Generate Ballistic Data Reports
You can create Field Reference Charts,
Ballistic Tables and Ballistic Trajectory 
Graphs of your particular load.

Free Mobile App
Spot On is now available at no cost for the 
iPhone®, iPad® and Android™ platforms. Get the 
app and ensure that the world’s hottest ballistics 
calculator is there when you need it.

Free Mobile App

GIVE IT A SHOT!
NikonSportOptics.com/SpotOn


